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Uniform Approximation and 
a Generalized Minimax Theorem 
I IU-~R~I)LK~I~N 
WC characterize best uniform approximations by finite-dimensional sub- 
spaces of continuous functions from a compact Hausdorff space to a nor- 
med linear space. In the characterization we reveal usefulness of a minimax 
theorem prcsentcd in this paper. 
We first prove this minimax theorem in general setup, deduce several 
corollaries from it, and show that it includes a classical minimax theorem 
given in [3]. Then we USC the corollaries to derive necessary and sufficient 
conditions for best uniform approximations. Finally. we state the Haar 
condition in our framework. discuss the uniqueness of best approximations, 
and then relate our results to those obtained in Chebyshev approximation 
by real or complex polynomials [ 1, 7, 5, 61. 
Such a derivation seems new. We hope that our minimax theorem can be 
applied to other arcas of approximation theory. 
Let x’ be a compact Hausdorff space and Y a normed linear space with 
norm /I 1’. Let (‘(,I’, Y) denote the set of all continuous functions from X 
to I’. Let ,4 be an rz-dimensional subspacc of C(X, Y) and FE C(X, Y). An 
clement / * E A is called a best (uniform) approximation to F if ,f’* 
minimizes over ,4 
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that is, if 
max (1 /‘*(.I-) - F(.u)ll 6 ma; /I ,I’(x) - F(x)11 (2.1 ) 
li \ 
holds for all /‘E A. 
We are concerned with necessary and sufficient conditions and uni- 
queness of best approximations. These reflect various properties of best 
uniform (Chebyshev) approximation by real or complex polynomials 
[I, Chap. 3; 2, Chap. 71. 
As is indicated by (2.1 ), f’* attains the minimax value of 11 f’(.~) ~ F(.\*)il_ 
Therefore. this f’* and its corresponding counterpart constitute a saddle 
point (see (3.1)). From this consideration we can expect to characterize./‘* 
via a minimax theorem. In view of the first part of Section 3, however. 
classical minimax theorems require the convexity (in,/‘) and the concavity 
(in X) of 1~ f’(s) ~ F(.\-)!I and other conditions. These are too stringent to 
apply to the above problem. Hence. we need a minimax theorem which is 
applicable to approximation theory. This is the subject of the next section. 
3. THE MINIMAX THEOREM 
Let CI and 1,~ be nonempty compact convex subsets of two Hausdorff 
topological vector spaces. Suppose that a function J: Ux V+ R is such 
that for each I’E V, J(.. L:) is lower semi-continous and convex on U, and 
for each UE C;, J(u, ‘) is upper semi-continuous and concave on V. Then, as 
is well known [3], there exists a saddle point (u*. I.*) E C: x V such that 
that is, 
J(u*, r)<J(u*, z1*)6J(u. v*). u E CT, 1’E v. (3.1 ) 
min max J(u, r) = max min J(u, c). 
utl* I’t C’ rrtb utL 
However. if the set C~ is not convex. or if for some IIE (1, J(u;) is not a con- 
cave function on V, the relation (3. I ) does not hold in general. 
We present here a generalized minimax theorem that holds even under 
these conditions. 
Let C! be a nonempty compact convex subset of a Hausdorff topological 
vector space. and let V be an arbitrary nonempty set, Suppose that 
J: U x V + R is such that for each r E I/, J( ., r:) is a lower semi-continuous 
and convex function on U. For each positive integer n, define the set 
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THEOREM 3.1. Under the ahow ussumptions, 
n-tin sup J(u. c) = lim sup min $J 2, J(u, c,). 
UC1 rtl’ ” * T (T,,., , t c,, “i 1 ,=I 
Ji 
c = lim sup min 1 E.,J(u. t:,) 
‘1 + ’ (;,,.I,,,F c,, “C 1 ,- , 
and, for each 11, 
(‘,I = sup min i i.,J(u, I’,). 
c;,,.r,,) c r,, “C ” , -~ ,
Obviously, the sequence {c,, ) ,:_ , is monotone nondecreasing and 
c = lim ,I _ , c,,. For each CE V, define the set 
s,,= {Is UlJ(u, G)<C}. 
Since J( ., V) is lower semi-continuous and convex, it is easy to see that S,. is 
a compact convex set. If we can prove that for any finite set {v, ,..., cl. 1 
of V. 
fj s,., f izi? (3.2) 
I- I 
then. using the fact that 0’ is a compact set, we conclude that 
Then there is upon,,,, S,, which means that J(u*, c),<c for all ~‘6 V. 
Hence 
sup J( II*, t.) < C’. 
l’i I 
(3.3) 
On the other hand, it follows from the well-known relation infsup 
J > sup inf J that 
I’,, < inf 
t,t 1’ ,,,,, sut c,, i i.,J(u, pi)= inf sup 4th c). I- I I,C 1’ , F, 
Therefore, we have 
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by C’ = lim,, , , c,,. From this and (3.3). we get 
sup J( II*, I-) = min sup J( II, r ) = c 
ICI 1’1’ // I 
This is the desired result. Therefore, it suffices to prove (3.2). Consider the 
system of convex inequalities 
J( II, I, ) < C’. j= I . . . . . h. (3.4) 
We show that there exists ;1 II satisfying (3.4). Let (AL, ,.., /l,\ ) be an arbitrary 
set of nonnegative real numbers with Cf , ,I[, = I. Define the function f’ by 
I, 
f’(u) = 1 ,Ll,J(lI. I’,). 
By the definition of c,, , it follows that there exists a IIE C satisfying 
f’(G) < C~. hence f’(u) < C. Since (11, .. . . . lli, ) is arbitrary, WC conclude that the 
system (3.4) is consistent on C! (see 14. Theorem 11). i.c., there exists fit I,. 
such that J( U, I.,) < c’. ,j= l...., k. This is equivalent to the relation (3.3). 
Hence the proof is complete. 
In the cast 1’ is a convex subset of another Hausdorff topological vector 
space, we get the well-known minimax theorem mentioned above. 
Proof: For each tl we have 
since J(u, .) is concave. and the right-hand side is equal to 
sup min J( II, 1’ ). 
I/ 1 Jifi 
by convexity of Pi. Theorem 3.1 implies 
min sup J( II. r ) < sup min J( 14. r ). 
t,tl I, I /I I I/ I 
Since the reverse inequality always holds, the corollary follows. 
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If u is finite dimensional, Theorem 3.1 takes on the following simple 
form. 
COROLLARY 3.2. In Thrown 3. I, if’ I/ is un n-dimmsional compact CON- 
W.Y .suh.srt of’ a Hausdoyfr topological rector spacr, 
Proof: Let c be the value in the right-hand side and define the sets S,. as 
in the proof of Theorem 3.1. In order to prove n,,, 1 S, # @, we can apply 
Helly’s theorem [ 11, since U is finite dimensional. That is, it suffices only 
to prove 
for any n + 1 elements t’, ,..., v,> + , of V. However, this part of the proof is 
the same as that of Theorem 3.1, hence we omit it. 
In the next corollary we assume that the set V has a topology for which 
the function J is jointly continuous. 
,i+ I I, + I I,, I 
,g, k J(u *, ZJ,)< 1 i;J(u*, rlf)< c iTJ(u, t>T) 
,=I 1-l 
IlolflIv.fbr dl (;I,, + , , F,, + , ) E V,, + , anti for u/I u E C:. 
Prooj: First note that the function 
(3.5) 
is continuous with respect to 2, ,..., j-,, i , ; U, ,..,, tl,,+ , , and that the set c’,,, + , 
is compact. Hence there exists (2X, , , t-X+ , ) = (j-y ,..., E,,T, , , 
CT .. . . . c,:, , ) E V,,, , such that 
,I + I lli I 
max min 2 i.,J(lc, u,) = min 1 ?.TJ(u, ~7). 
c/,,- i.l,i+ilt c,,. I llF( ,=, u E 1 1-I 
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By hypothesis, u* satisfies 
II f I 
min max J(u, c) = max J(u*, c) = max 
rrt1: ,‘FI Iii I /.,, / ,,I,, . ,)t I,, / / ,:, jJ”*, cl). 
These two relations and the preceding corollary imply (3.5). Conversely, 
(3.5) together with Corollary 3.2 implies 
min max J( U, 1% ) 
ii+ l l i I’ 
Therefore zl* minimizes max, ( , J(u. P). This completes the proof. 
4. NECESSARY AND SUFWIENT CONDITIONS 
We continue to adopt the notation employed in Section 2. For 
,f’~ C(X, Y). we define the uniform norm of,f by 
and endow the linear space C(X, Y) with the uniform topology. 
It is easy to see that 11 ,f(.\-) - F(.u)l/ is a jointly continuous function of the 
two variables ,f; .Y and convex in ,J i.e., 
Il(fjf’+(l -fl)g)(.Y-F(.YL.)II GO ll.f(.Y)-t;(s)lI +(I -rn)ll ‘q-Y)-F(s)il 
for all .f; g E C(X, Y), x E A’, and H, 0 < 8 6 I. Hence, if A c C(X, Y) is a 
finite-dimensional subspace, we can apply Corollary 3.3 and obtain the 
following necessary and sufficient condition of best approximation. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A he utz n-dimensional .su/quce of’ C(X, Y) und 
FE C( X, Y). 7’hrfi f* E A is II best un@m upproximution to F [f’und only if’ 
there exist ,? ,*,..., 1: > 0, Cf= , A,* = 1, and k distinct elements XT ,..., xz qf X, 
where 1 < k < n + 1, sati:fying 
(i) lI.f’*W-O.u,*)li = Il,.f’*-FIl’. i = I,..., k; 
(ii) Cf=, A,* /I .f(x*) -F(x:)ll >Xf=, A* II f*(x,*) - F(x,*)ll for all 
fe A. 
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Pmf: Let J’* be a best approximation and let U= 
i,f’E A 1 l/If’* -,f’ )(I < 1 j. It is evident that ,f’* minimizes max,, -\ 
11 .f’(x) - F(x)Jl over U, and U is a compact subset of A because it is boun- 
ded and closed in a finite-dimensional space A. Applying Corollary 3.3 
yields the existence of jb’, ,.... ,I:, , , 3 0, C;“,’ 2; = 1. and (.Y’, ..., I:, + , ) c X 
such that the following two relations hold: 
I,, I !I + I 
C j-: II f’*(.vi) - F(.u:)ll 3 C j., II ./‘*(s,) - Ft.u,)ll (4.1) 
1-I 1-I 
for all (i,,,,, .Y,,+,)EX,,+, = [(i,), ,. S,,, ,)iil,,, , =(A ,...., j”,,+,), X,,, , = 
(.r ,,...,_ Y,,+,), C;T,’ j.,= 1, j,,>O, .x,EX(~= l,..., nf 1)); 
I, + I II t I 
,c, 4 II .f(.\-: 1 - F (.k’)ll 3 c 1.: II ,f’*(-Y:) ~ Ft‘(s:)ll ef (4.2) 
/-I 
for all ,/‘E Cr. Let us denote by R,* . . . . . 2; the nonzero elements within 
“I -I rb ,. I.. . A ,, , , and by .Y: ,..., .Y: the corresponding elements within ,Y; ,..., s:, , , 
of ,I’. The assertion (i) follows from (4.1 ) which means, for i = l,..., k. 
11 f’*(.u,?) - F(.u,*)l/ = ma; /I f’*(.~) - F(.u)lj = 111 ,I’* ~ Fill. 
On the other hand. it follows from (4.2) that 
,f, j-f 11 ,f’(\-,*) - F(.Y,*)I1 > i i,* ;I f’*(.uf) - F(s,*)ll 
I- I 
holds for all,f‘E U. Since the left-hand side is a convex function off‘and has 
a local minimum at .f’*, ,f* realizes a global minimum by a property of con- 
vex functions. Thus (ii) follows. Conversely, suppose that (i) and (ii) hold. 
These two conditions yield 
3 i j-f II J‘*(x,*) - U.x,*)ll = III .f* - FIII 1 
,=I 
where 1, is similarly defined as the set x,, , , The left-hand side of the last 
relation is equal to or less than 
Therefore,f’* is a best approximation. The proof is completed. 
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If 1. is a Hilbert space with inner product (, ). then condition (ii) of 
Theorem 4.1 can be replaced by another form. 
(iii) i i:(f’*(~,*)~ F(.Y,*). p(.u,*)) =O fivu//pEA 
Proof. Condition (ii) of Theorem 4.1 holds if and only if the following 
inequality holds for a11 p E A and all real numbers t: 
i i,* /‘*(.\-,*)+rlt(.\f)~F(.\-,*)‘I 3 i j.,* 11 f*(.yf)~-F(.vP)iI. (4.3) 
/ I I I 
This means that the Icft-hand side is a convex function of t and has a 
global minimum at t =O. By differentiating it with respect to t at t =O, it 
follows that (iii) is a necessary and sufficient condition for (4.3) to hold for 
all p E .A and /. For we have. for .l’, : t Y and real 1, 
This complctcs the proof. 
The next corollary states that f ‘* is a best approximation on X if and 
only if it also is on some finite set of X. 
(i’) I~,/*(I,!-- F(:T)/l = 11 f*pFli . j = I ,.... I; 
(ii’) for all,/ E ,-I. 
/ 
my!, 1, /‘(I,?) -- F(:T)ll 2 ,ty;,x, 1 /‘*(z,?- F(r:)ii 
P~oof~ The proof is an easy application of Theorem 4.1, hence we omit 
it. 
As an example of applications of the above results. we take C’(x’, Y) to 
be complex-valued continuous functions on a compact subset of the com- 
plex plane. Let us take the subspace A to be the set of all complex 
polynomials of degrees at most n. It is easy to see that Corollary 4.1 implies 
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Characterization Theorem [ 1, Chap. 31 and that Corollary 4.2 corresponds 
to Theorem C (Skeleton Theorem) of [6]. 
5. THF~ HAAK CONDITIOY 
In this section we introduce a condition under which the numbers X-. I 
appearing in Theorem 4. I and its corollaries arc equal to exactly II -t I. The 
,I-dimensional subspace .-I c c‘(A’. I?) is said to be a Haar subspace if for 
any II distinct elements I .Y, ..,,, .v,, ) c A’ and for any ( .i‘, ,.,.. J‘,, ) c Y. there 
exists a unique /‘E ‘4 such that /‘(.v-,) = .I‘,. i = I..... II. When (‘(A’. Y) is 
C’[tr, h], this is equivalent to saying that A satisfies the Haar condition [S, 
p. 91 1. 
(i) ,I f’*(.\-P) - F(.Y,* )I’ = l/l ,f’* - Fl’ . i= I..... ti+ I; 
li I I/ , I 
(ii) 1 j.,* 1 f(.~;*)+F(.v-,*)‘I 3 1 ;.f li,f*(.\-,*)~1;7.\-,h)‘I 
/ I I I 
for a I1 J’E A. 
or if mtl onl1~ if tlwrc c,.Yi,\t tt + I tlistittc~t i~livtii~trt.~ .\-,*..... .\-,y , , E X .suti.sfi’iti,q 
(i ) rrtd 
Proc~f: If the numbers h or / in Theorem 4.1 or Corollary 4.2 are less 
than tl + I. we can choose an ir A such that 
or ,f(~:)=F(::)(j= I ._.., /, /<n). J( .u: ) = F(s: )( i = 1 .._.. k, h- < n ), 
It follows from (ii) of Theorem 4.1 
0= i j”,* 11 j’(.\-,*)-F(.Y~ 
/ I 
that 
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and from (ii’) of Corollary 4.2 that 
The right-hand sides of these inequalities are equal to l:l ,f * ~~ Fin > 0. since 
FP A. This is a contradiction. Hence we have k = I= II + I. Along the same 
argument of 12, p. 1431, the uniqueness follows from the definitions of 
strict convexity [2, p. 141; or 5, p. 106 J and Haar subspaces. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
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